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A comprehensive menu of Gaze from Belfast covering all 9 menus and drinks can be found here on the menu.
For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the website. What User

likes about Gaze:
best in Chinese sitting in belfast, well up there with zen anyway and we love it as byo. the crispy duck starter,

honey chili huhn, jing bao chicken blackbean all beautiful plus the fresh garn cracker are propper banger! read
more. The restaurant offers complimentary WiFi for its customers, Depending on the weather, you can also sit

outside and have something. What User doesn't like about Gaze:
Gaze has been the go to place for us for Chinese food for some time. Been disappointed with the quality of food
on the last 3 occasions particularly around flavours and poorer quality cuts of meat. With the prices they charge I

would expect more. Sadly we’ll now be seeking alternative places to go. read more. Get ready for innovative
combinations of different ingredients at Gaze in Belfast that perfectly embody the concept of a first-class fusion
cuisine, Many visitors find it particularly great that they can try the versatile, flavorful Chinese cuisine. The Asian
fusion cuisine is also an important part of Gaze. Anyone who finds the normal and generally known dishes too

ordinary should approach with a willingness to experiment and try some exciting combination of ingredients
consume, On the menu there are also several Asian dishes.
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Appet�er�
SPRING ROLLS

P�z�
FUSION

Mai� course�
RIBS

Chicke�
CHILLI CHICKEN

M�ica� dishe�
CHILLI

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Cereal�
STARTING

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

Ingredient� Use�
BEEF

DUCK

CHILI

CHICKEN

HONEY

TOFU

TRAVEL
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